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The natural action of U(k, 1) on C ‘+’ leaves invariant a real skew non-degenerate 
bilineir form B, which turns Cc “’ into a symplectic manifold (it4, u). The 
polari :ation F of M defined by the complex structure of C“” is non-positive. If  L 
is the prequantization complex line bundle carried by (M, o), then U(k, 1) acts on 
the sl ace ‘11 of square-integrable L 0 l\F* forms on hf, leaving invariant the 
natural non-degenerate, but non-definite, inner product ((., .)) on ‘I[. The 
polari :ation F also defines a closed, densely defined covariant differential v  on % 
which is U(k, I)-invariant. Let f  denote orthocomplementation with respect to 
((., .)i. It is shown that the restrmtion of ((., .)) to the U(k, &stable subspace 2 
(Ker 1’) n (Im o)L is semi-definite and that the unitary representation of U(k, I) on 
the Hilbert space #’ arising from 2 by dividing out null vectors is unitarily 
equivalent to the representation of U(k, I) obtained from the tensor product of the 
metap ectic and Det-“’ representations of MU(k, I), the double cover of U(k, I). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Using representations of Lie superalgebras, Sternberg and Wolf [22] 
constructed the so-called metaplectic or oscillator representation p of the 
double ccvering Mp(n, I?) of the symplectic group S&z, I?). The metaplectic 
representation had previously been constructed by Shale [2 1 ] and Weil [ 261, 
following the work of van Hove [24] and Segal [20]. It had also been 
constructc:d by Blattner, Kostant, and Sternberg, using geometric quan- 
tization by means of the method of moving polarizations and the half-form 
pairing (see [l], [2], and [13]). 
Sternbc,rg and Wolf also studied the restricted of .D to the double covering 
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MU&, I) G Mp(n, IR) of U(k, I) G Sp(n, IR), k + I = n. The irreducible 
components of P IYu(k,lj are the pullbacks to MU(k, I) of the so-called ladder 
representations of U(k, I) tensored with the representation Det-“’ of 
MU(k, I), and are of some interest in physics (see [ 15,231). 
Now U(k, I) is the subgroup of Sp(n, I?) preserving a totally complex 
polarization F (see [22], as well as Section 5 below). Hence one might hope 
to obtain ~~~~~~~~~ by geometric quantization of the action of U(k, I) on IT?‘” 
using F, Unfortunately F is not positive, and so the usual construction 
[ 3, 131 will not work. Following the conjecture of Kostant [ 111 and 
Langlands [ 141, one attempts to find the representation in Y2-cohomology 
of L @ l\F*, where L is the Kostant line bundle over I?“‘. The sheaf 
cohomology version of this construction may be found in [ 161. There is a 
problem, however, in using the usual Dolbeault version of Y2-cohomology : 
the group U(k, I) does not act unitarily on L @ AF* forms. 
In discussions during the academic year 1977-1978, Blattner and Wolf 
considered the possibility of using the natural U(k, I)-invariant indefinite 
hermitian product on the space of L @ l\F* forms on IR’” to solve this 
problem, and Blattner showed that this program could be carried out for 
U(l, 1). In the Fall of 1978, while Rawnsley was in residence at UCLA, the 
present authors managed to carry out most of the details of this program for 
U(k, 1). These results are the subject of the present article. 
The article is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the 
fundamentals of geometric quantization, including L @ l\F* cohomology, 
and Section 3 specializes the set-up to the case at hand. Section 4 contains a 
detailed examination of the Y2-cohomology of the covariant differential, 
proving that the cohomology space Zp vanishes except when p = 1 
(Theorem 4.17). The chief tool is a chain homotopy operator H (see (4.7), 
(4.8), and Theorem 4.9). 
Section 5 is the heart of the article. Since the Hilbert space structure on 
the space ‘u of L @ AF* forms is not U(k, /)-invariant, we make use of the 
natural U(k, /)-invariant hermitian form ((a, e)) on II (5.7) to define certain 
pseudo-harmonic spaces #‘(p) (5.10) in analogy with the Hodge approach to 
cohomology. Now U(k, I) acts on the Hilbert space Z” in a way that is not 
obviously unitary, while it acts in a hermitian form preserving way on G@“, 
which was not obviously a Hilbert space. But Theorem 5.11 tells us that 
(-l)P ((s, .)) is semi-definite on &(p) and that the resultant non-degenerate 
inner product space X@) is naturally isomorphic to Zp. Thus Theorem 5.11 
establishes at one blow the fact the action of U(k, I) on Z’ is unitary and 
that Z(‘) is a Hilbert space. Section 5 finishes by identifying the resulting 
representation with pIMLick,,) @ Det-‘I’. 
We make three further remarks: 
(1) We make no use of half-forms here. A treatment of half-forms for 
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non-positive polarizations will be found in (4 1. If they had been used we 
would have ended up with the representation plMvck,n. 
(2) There is a similarity between the phenomenon of Theorem 5.11 
and the :onstruction of the photon representation due to Bleuler [ 5 ] and 
Gupta [8 I. 
(3) Following the work detailed in the present article, Rawnsley et al. 
have suctessfully applied the method of indefinite form to unitarizing certain 
degenerate representations of groups acting on pseudo hermitian manifolds. 
See [IS]. 
Finally, a word about notation. - indicates complex conjugation while ” 
denotes t >pological closure. If B is a C”O vector bundle over X, Cm B will 
denote it: space of C” sections, B, will denote its complexification, and B, 
will dencte the flbre over x E X. Throughout A will denote some fixed 
positive constant. Ends of proofs will be marked with the symbol. 1 
2. GEOMETRIC QUANTIZATION 
We bel:in by reviewing the fundamental notions of geometric quantization 
following Kostant [ 121 as modified by Blattner [2,3]. 
Let (X w) be a symplectic manifold; i.e., X is a real P-manifold and w  
is a clc sed non-degenerate 2-form on X. To each 9 E C”X, there 
correspor ds a vectorfield I& E Cm TX defined by 
4t, 7 VI = ?9 (2-l) 
for all q ci C*TX, which is called the hamiltonian vectorfield generated by 9. 
Then we define the Poisson bracket (9,~) of 9 and v in PX by 
for all 9, v E PX. Under {e, e}, PX becomes a Lie algebra over iR. 
Next 1c:t n: L + X be a C” hermitian complex line bundle over X with 
hermitian structure (=, .>. We suppose that L is endowed with a connection 
V (or co Iariant differentiation) such that (., .) is preserved under parallel 
translation with respect to V. Such connections V are in 1-I correspondence 
with I-fo-ms a on the complement L ’ of the zero-section in L which are 
invariant under multiplication of Lx by non-zero complex numbers, whose 
restriction\ to any tibre of L ’ is i- ‘z- ’ dz, and which satisfy 
V,s = i(s*a, r) s (2.3) 
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for all < E CO7’X and s E F’L, and also 
i(a -E) = dlog ]H]*, (2.4) 
where ] H(1)]* = (I, I) for 1 E L,, x E X. The curvature S2 of V is 
for all <, r7 E C”7’X. R is a 2-form on X and satisfies 
a*R=da. (2.6) 
We make the fundamental assumption 
(2.7) 
where /r is a positive constant fixed throughout this article. This requires that 
(2nh)-’ w  define an integral de Rham class on X (see [ 12, 
Proposition 2.1.1 I). 
Prequantization associates to each cp E C”OX a first order differential 
operator Q(o) on L defined by 
Q(P) = ihVLo + v. (2.8) 
Q(q) is formally hermitian if ~0 is IR-valued. We have [Q(q), Q(w)] = 
ihQ({rp, w}), so that Q sends Poisson brackets on C”OX into Dirac-Poisson 
brackets [6, p. 871 on operators. Thus, if we define 
we have &{(P, WI) = WA 4w)l. 
Group actions can also be prequantized. If G is a Lie group acting in a 
C” fashion on X on the left and preserving w, we say (X, w) is a symplectic 
G-space. A lifting of this G-action to L is a left C” G-action on L satisfying 
xc so = grc(O (2.10) 
for all g E G, I E L, and which preserves (e, .) and V. Such a lifted G-action 
gives rise to a left G-action on C*L : if s E C”L, and g E G, we set 
b)(x) = &a-‘4 (2.11) 
for all x E X. Similary, we have a left G-action on C”X: (d)(x) =f( g-lx) 
for g E G, f E C”X, and x E X. 
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Let 7 t! g, the Lie algebra of G. Suppose that the G-action on X has been 
lifted to .5 as above. Then 7 gives rise to a vectorfield qx on X and a first 
order diflerential operator qr. on L, by means of the rules 
hf)W = f ((exp Wf)C41,=o~ 
(rL~)(x) = f ((exp trl) s)(~I,=~- 
(2.12) 
The map i q ti qx and 9 t+ qr. are Lie algebra homomorphisms. According 
to [ 12, Y’heorem 4.5.11, there exists a unique map 1: g + C”X such that 
rlL = W(7)) and ‘I~ = Lttlj for all 7 E g. Moreover, 1 is a Lie algebra 
homomotphism. Conversely, suppose that G is connected and simply 
connecte(l and that (X, o) is a symplectic G-space. Suppose further that 
there is a Lie algebra homomorphism 1: g + C”X such that I?, = &,, for all 
7 E g. Tllen there exists a unique lifting of this G-action to L such that 
VL = WC 7)). 
Quantization of the Lie algebra PX and of group actions is accom- 
plished tl rough the introduction of a polarization. A polarization of (X, o) is 
a C” subbundle F of (TX), such that 
(a) F is involutory, 
(b) F + F is an involutory subbundle of (TX), , 
(c) o(l,, 1J = 0 for I,, I, E F,, x E X, and 
(d) fibre-dim, F = f dim X. 
Using c, we introduce two important spaces: 
2.13 D ZFINITION. CCL = (s E PL: V,s = 0 for all lE PF}, CyX= 
(9 E C“‘,(: [<,, (1 E PF for all <E PF}. 
It is easily verified that C:X is a Lie subalgebra of PX and that S(P) 
leaves Ci L stable whenever 0 E CfX. It is also easily verified that if (X, w) 
is a symI lectic G-space, if the G-action is lifted to L, and if F is G-stable in 
the sense that g*t;, E FE, for all &. E F,, then G leaves C:L stable. 
These actions of CYX and G on CiL are one form of quantization. 
However: what we really want are actions on a (pre-) Hilbert space. In 
general t!tis requires the introduction of havforms as in [ 1, 131 (see also 
[2, 171). dowever, in case F is totally complex, i.e., F + F= (TX),, one can 
often pro :eed as follows : Let ~1 be Liouville measure on (X, w); i.e., P is the 
measure determined by the 2n-form (n!)-’ o”, where n = f dim X. Let 
s E CCL. 
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In some cases, Yi(L, p) # (0) an is a Hilbert space under (m, .). When d 
this happens, one can obtain actions of G by unitary operators and CYX by 
unbounded operators on Y&p). However in many cases, including the 
one we shall be concerned with, Yi(l,p) = {O). In these cases, one follows 
an idea of Kostant suggested by the Bott-Borel-Weil Theorem and the 
Langlands-Kostant Conjecture (cf. [ 10, 11, 141) and looks at certain 
cohomology spaces (cf. [ 161). 
Let F be an arbitrary polarization. We form the vector bundle L @ l\F*. 
On P(L @ l\F*) we define the covariunt dr@renriul V as follows: for 
q E C”X, we define dFq = drp), E PF*. Since F is involutory, dF extends 
in the usual way to an antiderivation of C” A F*. Now let U be an open 
subset of X over which there exists a field {<i ,..., c,} of bases for F. Let 
(/I, ,..., /I,) be the dual basis field for F* over U. 
2.15 LEMMA. (a) There is a unique linear map V: C”O(L 0 AF*) - 
C”(L @ l\F*) such thaf over each (U, {r, ,..., <,}, {p, ,..., p,)) as above we 
have 
'Cs 0 Y) = i Plls) 0 cpi A Y) + s 0 dFY 
j=1 
for all s E C”L, y E C” A F*. 
(b) V : C=‘(L @ ApF*)+ C”(L @ Ap+‘F*) 
(c) V(O A y) = (VO) A y  + (-1)~ u A d,yfir 0 E P(L 0 Apt*), 
y E P/W". 
(d) V2=0. 
2.16 COROLLARY. V commutes with any F preserving symplectomorphism 
of (X 0). 
For proofs see Rawnsley [ 16, Sect. 41. 
Using the complex (P(L @ AF*, V) one then tries to form P2- 
cohomology spaces upon which CTX and F-preserving groups G can be 
made to act. How this is accomplished depends on the particulars of each 
example. 
3. OUR SPECIAL CASE 
Let x = I?~” with linear coordinate functions p, ,..., p;, q, ,..., q,, and let 
w = C: dpj A dqj. Liouville measure on X is just Lebesgue measure. L must 
.i 
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be trivial SO we set L =Xx Cc. The hermitian structure on L. is given by 
((x,c,), (u,c,))=c,i;2. On Lx we set 
a=-&2 (p,dq,-q,dp,)+=. 
1-I i z 
(3.1) 
We let ,rJ =pJ + iqJ for j = l,..., n. Then J/az, = f(a/ap, - i(a/aqJ)) and 
t?/ayJ = i( t@pJ + i@/aqJ)). set 
a 
5’=q’ j = l,..., k, 
B 
=-, 
az, 
j=k+ l,...,k+I=n, 
(3.2) 
Let F be the subbundle of (TX), spanned at each point by (r,,..., {,,). The 
dual bask of F* is given by 
pi = d,Tj, j= l,..., k, 
= dFzj, j = k + l,..., k + 1. 
(3.3) 
F is plain y a totally complex polarization. 
We ne, t compute V and 6 explicity. A section s of L can be identified 
with a C-valued function f on X according to s(x) = (x, f (x)) E X x C = L 
for x E X Using this identification, we regard V, as operating on functions 
f E C”OX. Then (3.1) and (2.3) give 
v,f=if+&J$l [@?J)PJ- (@JhJjJf. 
Now 
for v, E C”X. It follows from (2.9) that 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
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In particular, if (p is a polynomial homogeneous of degree m, 
Now (3.4) implies that 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
HencefE C”X will belong to CiL if and only if 
where u satisfies <,u = 0 for j = l,..., n; i.e., u is holomorphic with respect to 
the complex structure on IR’” determined by F. Thus Y&5, P) = {O} if If 0 
in our special case. 
We now write down the covariant differential on C”(L @I r\F*). For 
1 Q i, < i, < - * * < ip Q n, set pi,. . . i =pi, A ... ApiPE CmI\PF*. Identifying 
C”L with C”OX as above, we may write u E C”O(L @ ApF*) as u = 
Cl<i,<...<i,<nf;: ,... iDP, ,... ip, WhereA ,... ipE C”OX Then 
n 
v = c Gc, A> o v,* 
j=l 
(3.9) 
since &Pi,. . . i = 0. Here V,, operates on the&. . .i; 
We want to” regard V as operating in a Hilbert space. The Hilbert space 
will be defined in a way depending on our particular choice of the pj and 
hence will not be coordinate-free, as our constructions have been up to now. 
3.10 DEFINITION. If u = C:C,<I,, . . .<ipcnL,. . .i,Pi,. ..ipv where the 
f r,. . .,, are measurable, we wrik 0 EM. JP will consist of all 0 E .M which 
are p-forms. If u EM as above, set 
lI4l*= (i: c 
p=o I<i*<.-.<[,<I! 
j If;:,. . .r,(Xr co) l’*. 
Let ‘?I = {a Ek I(u[(~ < co} and Ap = 2I n.,P. If, in addition, t = ci 
c B 
P 
l<i,<... <I&t&,. . .I I,. . .ip’ we set 
(u, t) = j) C Ifi,...i,(x)gl,...~~(~) 9Cx)* 
p=O 1Gil-c.. .<i,<n 
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Finally, 1% cr Ed as above. Set JzI’ = Ci 1~~1’ for z E C”. We say u E g if 
e”‘4n)ir’%,. .i, is a polynomial in pi ,..., Pn, q1 ,..., q, (of, equivalently, in 
z, ,***, z,, 7 -,,..., Fn) for all 1 ,< i, < . . . < ip ,< n, all p. We set Qp = @ n_Rp. 
Then ‘$l, or more properly 2l modulo {D E % : 1)011~ = O), is a Hilbert space 
and is tht orthogonal direct sum of the closed subspaces ‘up. Also Gp is a 
dense sub:;pace of BP. According to (3.8) and (3.9), V leaves G@ stable. Thus 
VJ, iq a tensely defined operator in 8. 
3.11 LE UIMA. V Ip has a closure in ?I. 
Proof: According to (3.10), II is isomorphic to Y’(X,,u) @ Av, where V 
is the lineur subspace of PF*’ spanned by (pi ,...,/3,} and where Av has 
the Hilbert space structure induced by that on V gotten by declaring 
(p, ,..., /3,,} to be an orthonormal basis. According to (3.9), VI, goes over to 
D = C: VE,lg @ Go,A) under this isomorphism. Now according to (3.8), 
(V,,f, g) = -V; VI, g) for f, g E go, since 9’ c Y(X), the Schwartz space 
of X = Hz’. Moreover, @, A p, y) = (B, c, -I y) for p, y E A V. Thus if we set 
E= --c:V,le@ (Ti_I), we have 
(Da, t) = (u, Es) 
for all 0, r C: 57’ @ A V, so that D * 2 E. Hence D * is densely defined and D 
has a closu .e D* *. Therefore V has a closure in X I 
3.12 Not& tion. v denotes the closure of V lg. 
4. 92-C~~~~~~~~~. 
We first show that (Dom a, 0) is a complex and form the corresponding 
Hilbert spat : cohomology. 
4.1 LEMMA,. (Im v)‘l s Ker 0. 
Proof. Lc:t u, E @, cr E Dom 9, and suppose c,, + u and Vo, --) au. Then 
Vu, E @ ant V(Vu,) = 0 + 0 in ‘u. Therefore vu E Dom 9 and a(au) = 0. 
Thus Im a 5 Ker a. Since 9 is closed, our result follows. m 
4.2 DEFINITION. Z= Ker p/(Im v)e’. Zp = (Ker vi)n 2P/(Im ii)” n-21p. 
Our next c bjective is to construct a suitable chain homotopy operator H 
for v. H is defined using operators derived from the VI, as key ingredients. 
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Let Aj = Va,azjlgo and AT = -V,,,,;I,,. Let 9 be the space of polynomials 
on X. Then 
(4.3) 
for g E IP. Note that A? is the formal adjoint of A, on Go. 
We use multiindex notation. We set Z: = {a E Z”: Uj > 0 all j}. If 
a, b E: Z”, then a f b = (a, f b , ,..., a, f b,), and we write a < b if Uj < bj all 
j. If UEZ?, we set a! = u, !... a, ! and IuI=~~u,. Finally, z’=z~‘...z~ 
for z E Cc”, and similarly for P. 
go is algebraically spanned by {z”5be-(1/4*)tr12: a, b E Z:}. Moreover, an 
elementary calculation shows that 
( Zafbe-w4n)lrI’, z z e c-d -(1/4R)ir1* 1 
= (a + d)! (2fi)‘=+d’(2qn if a-b=c-d (4.4) 
=o if a-bfc-d. 
Let u,bEZ’:. Set c = inf(u, b) in Z:. Let yk = (-2h)lk’ 
(a! b!/k!(a -k)! (b -k)!) for k E H: such that 0 <k < c. Define gab = 
c O<k(c Ykz o-k~-ke-W411)~rl* 
4.5. LEMMA. ATA,g,, = ((b, + 1)/221)g,, for all a, b E Z”, and 
j = l,..., n. 9’ is spanned by {g,, : a, b E iI: }. The g,, are mutually 
orthogonal. 
Proof Let E/ = (0 ,..., I,..., 0) E Zy with 1 in the jth place. Then (4.3) 
implies that 
a-b -(1/4fi~lrl* AjfA,(z z e ) 
= 
I 
f (bj + 1) ~“3 - u,bjz”-S~b-~jl e-(‘/4h)lz12e 
We have 
A~A,g,, = c (-2fi)‘k’ 
u!b! 
l(bj-kj+ I)z”-~F~-~ 
O<k<c k!(u-k)!(b-k)! 2h 
_ (a, _ kj)(bj _ kj) Z”-k-e,Tb-k-q f?-(“4n)‘r’2 
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b,+ 1 
=Tg”* + c (-2h)‘r+’ 
a!b! 
Ej<k<C (k-Ej)!(u-k)!(b-k)! 
a!b! - 
c (-2h)‘k’ k!(u-&&j)!(b-,&&,)! 
O(k<C-&I 
x ZO-k-Ej~b-k-&Je-(l/4k)lZ12 
=$-(b,+ l)&b. 
Next note that g,, =~‘~e-(“~*)‘~‘~ + terms of lower degree. Thus 
{gab: a, 5EZ?} spans Go algebraically. Finally, suppose that 
(gab, g,,) # 0. Then (4.4) implies that a - b = c - d. Since AYA, is 
hermitial for all j, we must have that g,, and g,, belong to the same eigen- 
values o ’ the AJA,. Thus b = d. But then a = c so that g,, = g,,. m 
Now Aj* 3> Ar. Hence A? is densely defined and Aj has a closure 
TI = AT *, Let T, = UjS, be the polar decomposition of Tj SO that Sj = 
CT’ T,) ’ “9 17: U, is the orthogonal projection on (Im S,)c’, and UjU~ is the 
orthogoltal projection on (Im Tj)“. 
4.6. LEMMA. S, and U, are injective and S,: ’ is bounded and everywhere 
defined. The operators T,, T]?, Uj, U,?, Sj and S,-’ all leave go stable. Any 
of Tj, T:, Uj, U,+, Sj or ST’ commutes with each of Ti, TT, U,, UT, Si, and 
S;’ on 8’ ifi+j. 
Prooj 1 T;” = A,. * * = A,? I> A? so that T;” Ti 2 A,XA,. Thus, according to 
Lemma 4.5, T;” Tj is essentially self-adjoint on 9’ with pure point spectrum 
(m/2/i: m = 1,2,...,}. Hence S, is essentially self-adjoint on 9’ with pure 
point sllectrum {fl: m = 1, 2,...,). Therefore Sj is injective and S,:’ is 
boundelI and everywhere defined. Moreover Tj is injective and hence U, must 
be also. 
Since T, 1 Aj, Tj leaves go stable. Since T;” T, g,, = ((b, + 1)/2h) gab? we 
have S, g,, = (d(b, + 1)/21i)g,, and S,:’ g,b = (\/2h/(bj + 1)) g&. Thus S, 
and Sj-’ leave go stable. It follows that U, = TjS; ’ leaves C@’ stable. 
Again, TT 2 AT so that T;” leaves 9’ stable. Since U, is bounded and 
everywltere defined, we have Tj* = S, U,? . Then S,: ’ T,? E U,?, and it follows 
that U; leaves go stable. 
Suprose i #j. Then, according to (4.3), Ti and TT commute with Tj and 
Ty on 9’. Since S,, S;‘, S,, and S,:’ have a set of simultaneous eigen- 
vectors spanning go, they mutually commute on go. Now we also have 
A,(Af/ ,) = (ATA,) A i from (4.3) SO that (A: A,) At g&, = A,(A,* Aj) g& = 
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((b, + 1)/2tt) A, g,, for Q, b E Z: . Thus, by Lemma 4.5, Ti g,, is a linear 
combination of the g,, for c, d E Z: such that d = bj. But, since 
sj &b = (d-)&b and S;kb = h/M) gab for all 
a,bEZ:, we conclude immediately that Sj Ti g,, = T, Sj g,b and 
S,: ’ Ti g,, = 7’, S,: ’ g,, for all a, b E %1 whence, by Lemma 4.5 again, ri 
commutes with S, and ST ’ on go. Similarly TF commutes with Sj and S,: ‘. 
Finally, noting that Uj = T/S,: ’ and Uy = S; ’ TT on go, we obtain the rest 
of the commutativity results. 1 
Now let u E ‘u and write u = C I<i,<...(i,<n~,...ipPi,...i as in 
Definition 3.10. We let the operators T,, TT, Sj, S,- 1, U,, and Uf operate 
on Q by having them operate on the coefficients L,. . . i . This implies that 
aEDomTj if and only ifA,...ipEDomT, for all f<i,<...<i,<n. 
Operators sending A V to A Y (notation of Lemma 3.11) will similary be 
allowed to operate on ‘u. 
We now define the following operators: 
Pj’I- UjU;F, 
Q,= ($J)o (dz;A) if j= l,..., k 
/ 
=(dz,A)o if j = k + l,..., k + 1, (4.7) 
R, =PjQp 
R’ = R, .a. R,, 
R” = Rk+l ... Rk+,, 
R = R”R’. 
These are all bounded operators on ?I. We further set 
Hi=- 5 (U,S;‘)o ($J) oRi-, . ..R., 
j=l / 
k+l 
H”= c (s,:‘UT)o 
j=k+ I 
(4.8) 
H = R”H’ + H”. 
These are also bounded. 
4.9 THEOREM. H and R leave Dom 9 stable. Moreover m + VH = 
I-R on Doma. 
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Prooj On ~2, we define 
k 
V’=-CAfo (dFjA), 
1 
ktl 
V”= 2 Ajo(dZjA) 
k+l 
and ther: we have V = V’ + V”, according to (3.9). All the component 
operaton going into the definitions of V’, V”, R”, R, H’, H”, and H leave C2 
stable. We first compute H’V’ + V’H’ on C2, making free use of Lemma 4.6. 
.Y’V’ + V’H’ 
= c; A: o (dFi A) o (UjS,+) 0 
ii 
o R,-, ... R, 
+~:(ujsJ~‘)o 0 Rj-1 . ..R.oA;o(dFiA) 
ii 
=c: AT 0 (dFl A) o (UjSJ:‘) o 
ii I 
+ (ujsJ:‘) 0 
on 9 becLause A? 0 (dZ; A) commutes with all the R, for m # i; furthermore 
Q, 0 (dZ; 2) = 0 and A:(Z - Vi Z./f) = 0 so that AT o (dz; A) commutes with 
R,. Now let x = A:, y = d.f, A, u = U,S;‘, and w  = (8/aFj) J, all operators 
considere rl defined on 22. We compute xu - ux = S, U;” UjS; ’ - 
UiS; ‘St U;” = S,(Z - U, U,*) = 6,P, on g and yw + WY= (dZ; A) 0 
((a/5,) -‘) + (@/X,)-I) o (d.[ A) on C&F. Moreover, if i =j we have yw = 
(dF, A) o ((a/Z,) J) = I’ - Q, and ux = U,S; ’ S, U;” = Z - P, on 8. Since 
yu = uy and wx = xw, we get xyuw + uwxy = xuyw + uxwy = (xu - ux) yw + 
ux(yw + wy) = 6,{P,(Z - Q,) + (Z-P,)} = S,(Z - Rj). Therefore on @ we 
have 
H’V’ + V’H’ =C’: {XYUW + UWXY} Rj_I ... R, 
ii 
=5 (z-R~)R~-, . ..R. 
1 
=I-R’. 
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Similarly we can compute, on g, that 
H”V ‘1 + V “H” = Z - R ‘1, (4.11) 
H”V’ + V’H” = 0 (4.12) 
and 
H’V” + V “H’ = 0. (4.13) 
From (4.11) and (4.12) we get VH” + H”V = Z - R” on G? so that 
(I - R “) V = VH”V = V(Z - R “) and hence V and R M commute on g’. Now 
from (4.10-4.13) we conclude that 
Z-ZV + VH= H’V” + V”H” + R”(V’H’ + H’V’) 
=Z-R”+R”(Z-R’) 
=I-R”R’=Z--R 
on @ as desired. 
To conclude the proof of the theorem, let u E Dom 9. Choose u, E D 
such that cn + c and Va, + aa. We have just shown that HVa, + VHo,= 
6, - Ro,. Since H and R are bounded, we have Ho, -+ Ho, HVa, + HVa, 
and u,, - R_o,+o- Ru. It follows that VHu,-+u- Ru-mu so that 
Ha E Dom V and ~HU = u - Ru - mu. Finally, Lemma 4.1 implies that 9 
leaves Dom 9 stable, and so Ru = u - flu - ~HU E Dom a. 1 
Let Yz be the space of polynomials in pi,..., z, on X. 
4.14 LEMMA. R is the orthogonal projection of ?[ onto 
Iue -(1/4n)lzl2 : 24 E -wvk+l,....k+l 
= {ue -(“4n)‘rl” E 2I: u is holomorphic in z ,,..., z,}Bk+ ,,..., k+,. 
ProoJ Clearly Qk+, ... Q, is the projection on {fPk+l,...,k+r: 
J-E ~*Gw~. p,,, . . . P, is the projection on 0: Ker UT = n: Ker TF. 
Thus R is projection on {J3fPk+,,...,k+,:fE 0: Ker T;“}. Since R leaves 9 
stable, G8nIm R is dense in Im R. If fZ?k+,,...,k+l E 5Y f7 Im R, we have 
f = ue-(“4*)lr12 with u E Yz, according to (4.3). Standard convergence and 
reproducing kernel arguments prove the second equality. 1 
4.15 LEMMA. Rv G VR = 0 so that Im R E Ker ff and Im R I Im v. 
Moreover Ker a = Im a + Im R. 
Proof: Theorem 4.9 implies that (Z - R) a = afi = q(Z - R) on Dom 9 
so that R and v commute on Dom 0. Thus RUG QR. Let UE ImR. By 
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Lemma il.14 
Then 01, = 
choose u, E S, such that u,, = ~,e-“‘~“‘~~‘* &+ ,,...,k+,+ o. 
Lemma r..14 
: FRo, = Rva,, = 0, since vo,E @+’ and R2?“’ = 0 by 
again. Thus 0 E Dom 6 and Vu = 0; i.e., TR = 0. It follows 
immedia ely that Im R s Ker 9 and Im R I Im a. Finally, let u E Ker v. 
Then, t y Theorem 4.9, Q= ~HU + Ro. We conclude that Ker a = 
Im?+InR. I 
4.16 COROLLARY. Im 0 is closed in 2l. 
So we see that in Definition 4.2 we could have defined z as Ker a/Im 9 : 
we are working with ordinary cohomology groups of the complex 
(Dom a, ?). 
4.17 1 HEOREM. Xp = { 0 } unless p = 1.2” is isometrically isomorphic to 
ImR. 
Proof: This is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 4.15 and 4.14. 
~.THE REPRESENTATION W OF U(~,/)ON Z" 
The subgroup of GL(ll?*“) preserving w  is Sp(n, IR). Representing points in 
IR 2n as cl )lumn vectors of the form 
PI 
pn P = 
41 [I 4 ’
An- 
where p, 7 E IR”, Sp(n, IR) consists of block matrices 
where r,, T,, T3, and T, are n x n real matrices satisfying 
‘T4 T, - T, T3 = I, and ‘T3 T,, ‘T4 T, symmetric, where I,,, is the m x m 
identity ~natrix, all m. 
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Now F defines a complex structure on X, namely, the one in which 
w, ,..., w, are holomorphic linear coordinates, where wj = Zj for j = l,..., k 
and w,=5forj=k+ l,..., k+l. Let 
J= [Ip., -:*‘I, whereI,,,= [ 2 :),I. 
Let G = {g E S&z, I?); g,F = F}. Then G is the set of all C-linear g in 
Sp(m, IR), where fl acts as J. 
Let 
T, T, 
g = T, T., [ 1 
be any I?-endomorphism of I?*“. 
5.1 LEMMA. g is C-linear (with fl acting as J) if and only if T, = S, 
T2 = -TIk,,, Tj = Ik.,T, and T4 = Ik,,SIk.,. If we define 9 : iR*” + C” by 
@[ : ] =p + il,,,q, then @ o g = (S + iT) 0 9. 
Proof. gJ = Jg if and only if T, Ik,, = -Ik,, Tj and T, Ik,, = I,., T,. Thus 
we may set S = T, and T = Ik,[ Tj. Finally 
SP - Tl,,,q 
Ik,l Tp + IkJslk.,q I 
= (SP - T&,9) + i(Tp + sI,,,q) 
= (s + iT)(p + ilk,& 1 
For any n x n real matrix S we define S+ = I,,,‘SI,,,. 
5.2 COROLLARY. g E G if and only if 
(S+iT)+(S+iT)=I,. 
Proo$ This condition is the same as S + S + T’ T = I,, and T+ S = S + T. 
Given that g is C-linear, the first of these conditions is the same as 
‘T, T, - IT2 Ta = I,, , while the second is the same as IT, T, and ‘T, T, being 
symmetric. I 
In this way G is identified with U(k, I). 
NOW if g E Sp(n, R), we have g*a, = a,, where a0 = C: (p/dqj - q/dpj). 
Letting g act on L by means of g(x, c) = (gx, c), we see that g*a = a with a 
as in (3.1). According to (2.3), this lifting of the action of Sp(n, R) on X to 
L preserves V. It also preserves the hermitian structure on L. 
Identifying sections of L with C-valued functions on X as in Section 3, the 
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action of U(k, I) on C”OL is given by (d)(x) =f( g-lx) for g E U(k, I) and f 
a functicn on X. Since g*F* = F*, we can extend this action to one on 
sections If L @ AF* by means of 
gu= i c 
p=O l<il<...<ip<n 
S;r;, ,... i$-l*Pi,...i,v (5.3) 
where u == C,“=. 2 L~i,<...<i~(nfi,...ipPip...ip in the notation of Section 3. 
5.4 LE rlMA. The action of iJ(k, 1) on sections of L @ AF” leaves ‘u 
stable. I,ientifying ‘u with 9’(X, ,a) @ A V as in Lemma 3.11, the action 
U(g) of,; E U(k, I) is identiJied with U,(g) @ U,(g), where U,(g) is unitary 
and U,( I:) is bounded. The representation g H U(g) is strongly continuous. 
ProoJ Define U,(g) by (U,(g)f)(x) =f(g-‘x) for f E I;p2(X,,a). Since 
g*w = o for g E Sp(n, IF?), the action of U(k, I) on X is p-preserving. Hence 
U,(g) is unitary and g + U,(g) is strongly continuous. Now V is the C- 
span of / , ,..., /?, and /Ii = dFfij, all j. Moreover g is identified in Lemma 5.1 
with S + iT in such a way that w  o g = (S + 2’) w, where WI I+‘= i II =P + iI,.,q, w Pl 
and thu ; g*d,Wj = Cy (S - iT)j,,, dFGjm E V. Define U,(g) on V by 
U,(g) =,:-I*. Then thme matrix of U,(g) with respect to the basis (p,,...,/?“} 
of V is (,; + iT)* -I, where here * means hermitian conjugate. U,(g) extends 
in canonical fashion to A V, and g w  U,(g) is continuous on the finite 
dimensio la1 Hilbert space AV. According to (5.4), the action U(g) of g on u 
correspottds to U,(g) @ U,(g) in the identification of Lemma 3.11. 1 
Thus II is unitarily equivalent to the tensor product of a unitary represen- 
tation U, and a non-unitary finite dimensional representation U,, so U is not 
unitary. 
5.5 PROPOSITION. Dom 9 is stable under U. Moreover, U(g) 9 = VU(g) 
for all g E U(k, 1). 
ProoJ The domain G8 is not stable under U. However, go G Y(R 2n), 
the Schwartz space of IR’“. Moreover, the operators Va,azj and V,,,r, are just 
the diffel,ential operators of (3.8) and so are continuous from P(lR”) to 
Y(iR”) n the Schwartz topology. Now, it follows from Schwartz [ 19, 
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pp. 117-l 191 that go is dense in Y(R”) in the Schwartz topology. 
Moreover, the injection Y(W’) + U*(X, p) is continuous, where Y(lR”) has 
the Schwartz topology and U’(X,,u) has its Hilbert space topology. 
Therefore g G Y(lR”) @ A VG U in the notation of Lemma 3.11, $? is 
dense in Y(R”) @ A V which injects continuously into ?.I, and V is 
continuous on Y(iT?“) @ A V. It follows that P(lR”) @ A VG Dom 0 and 
that a is the closure of VIYtRn) O~v. Since .Y(lR”) is stable under U,, 
Y(lF?y @ AV is stable under U. According to Corollary 2.16, V o U(g) = 
U(g) o V on Y(lR”) @ A V for all g E U(k, I). Since U(g) is bounded, it 
follows that Dom a is stable under U and that U(g) 0 = oU( g) for all 
g E w, I). I 
5.6 COROLLARY. Ker v and Im 9 are stable under U, inducing a 
strongly continuous representation W on SF’. 
It is not at all obvious that W is a unitary representation. The problem is 
that U, is not unitarity with respect to the rather arbitrary Hilbert space 
structure defined on V and so on AK The way around this problem is to 
look at the obvious invariant hermitian structure on V and use it to put an 
indefinite inner product on ?I. 
5.7 DEFINITION. Let u=ctc I(i,<...<i,<nfi,...i,Pi,...i,, 5 = 
C~Cl(i,<...<i,<ngi,...i,Bi,...i~~~ as in Definition 3.10. Set ((a, r)) = 
~~C,~i,<...<i,c.Ei,...illfi,...i~X)gi,...i,(x)d~(x), where &i,. .ip= 
(p-l)r, r being the cardinality of (i,,..., ip) n (m E Z : m > k + l}. 
5.8 LEMMA. ((., .)) is jointly continuous in its two variables. 
((U(g)a,U(g)r))=((a,r))firallgE U(k,l)anda,rEX 
Proof: The Schwarz inequality implies that /((a, t))l < 11011 (lr(l, giving the 
required continuity. The desired U-invariance of ((., e)) reduces to the U,- 
invariance of the form ((a, a)) on V, where ((pi, /I,)) = ~~6, for i, j = I,..., n. 
The matrix of ((e, m)) with respect to {/3,,...,Pn} is just Ik.,, so that a linear 
transformation on I’ preserves ((., .)) if and only if its matrix M with respect 
to {P, ,***, 8,) satisfies M*I,,,M = Ik,,. By Corollary 5.2 and the calculation 
in Lemma 5.4, U,(g) = (S + i7’)-‘*, where (S + iT)* Ik,,(S + iT) = I,,,. 
Therefore U,(g) preserves ((m, e)). 1 
5.9 COROLLARY. (Ker a) rT (Im c)’ n 21p is closed in the Hilbert space 
topology of U, where I is orthogonal complementation with respect to ((., .)), 
and is U-stable. 
580/50/2-6 
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In analogy to the Hodge theory approach to cohomology, we make the 
following 
5.10 DEFINITION. #'@) = (Ker 9) n (Im o)l n sp is the p th pseudo- 
harmonic space of (Dom v, a). 
Our n:xt theorem shows that the #‘(p) and the Rp are essentially the 
same. 
5.11 T ~EOREM. (-l)p ((., .)) is positive semi-definite on s&‘(~’ and 
R(P) = 2(P’/(u E ce-(P’ : ((0, 0)) = 0) is a Hilbert space under the inner 
product ,nduced by (- l)p ((., .)). 2’(P) = {0} unless p = 1. The injection of 
#” intcl (Ker a) n ‘u’ induces a Hilbert space isomorphism of 2”” onto 
OP. 
ProoJ Let u, r E ‘3. Then Ru =fBk+ ,,..., k+, by Lemma 4.14. Write 
’ = dk+ I ,...,k+l + terms in other $s. Then ((Ru, 5)) = (-1)’ (fgdp = 
(-1)’ (i?(r, 5). 
Now suppose that u, t E (Ker a) r7 (Im a)*. Write u = Ru + ~Hu, 
r = R7 + 9H7 using Theorem 4.9. Then ((a, r)) = ((Ru, 5)) + (@Ha, 7)) = 
((Au, 5)) because (@Ha, 5)) = 0. But (@a, 5)) = ((Ru, Rr)) + ((Ru, VHr)) 
and ((Rlr, THt)) = (-1)’ (Ru, OHt) = 0 by Lemma 4.15. Thus ((0, t)) = 
((Ru, Rr)) = (-1)’ (Ru, At). 
Suppo: .e now that u, rE#‘@‘. If p # I, then (-1)p ((a, r)) = 
(-l)p+’ (Ru, Rr) = 0 by Lemma 4.14. If p = 1, then (-1)’ ((a, r)) = (Ru, RT). 
But the niap u I+ Ru induces a Hilbert space isomorphism of 3” onto Im R. 
Thus #Ir) is isometrically mapped into Z’. We conclude the proof by 
showing that this mapping is surjective. Choose 8 EZ” and determine its 
represent itive u E Im R. By Lemma 4.15, u E (Ker 9) n ?.I’. Let r E Dom Q. 
Then ((r, 9,)) = ((Ru, ct)) = (-1)’ (Ru, ar) = 0 by Lemma 4.15 again. 
Thus u E (Im a)l and so u E A?‘), as desired. 1 
5.12 COROLLARY. The representation W of Corollary 5.6 is unitary. 
We proceed to determine the representation W explicitly. Using the block 
matrix notation of the beginning of this section, sp(n, I?), the Lie algebra of 
Sp(n, F?)! consists of matrices of the form 
T, T, 
’ = T, T,, ’ [ 1 
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where T., = -‘T, and T,, T, are symmetric. Then, from (2.12), 
(VLfM) = (tlxf)W = -gfwt”xLo 
=gf [ ;::,T’,“:;;y lIEO 
3 4 
= -c: 
IS I 
(T,,,P, + T,,d $- 
s 
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(5.13) 
+ (7’3sr~r + T4srd $ 3 
s I 
where x = (t] in the notation of the beginning of this section. We define 
J.(q) E PX by 
4~) = - 2: T,,,zws - i c: Tzrsqrqs + 4 c; T,, ,  P, ps 
rs 15 rs (5.14) 
= -‘qT, p - f ‘qT, q + +‘pT, P. 
5.15 LEMMA. A is an injective homomorphism of sp(n, R) into C*X such 
that ttx = Lt.,, and vL = WrlN. 
Proof. Immediate from (3.5) and (3.7), since T4 = -‘T,. 1 
Now it follows from Lemma 5.1 and Corollary 5.2 that q E g, the Lie 
algebra of G, if and only if 
s 
’ = [ 
-TI,,, 
I,,,T 1 I&Ik,, ’ 
where St = -S and T+ = T. For such of, 
A(q) = -‘qSp + f’qTZ,,,q + +‘pZ,,,Tp. 
Thus l(g) is spanned by 
P, Ps + 4r4s 
PAS - Ps4, 
with l<r,s<kork+ l<r,s<k+l 
and 
P, Ps - 4r4, 
PAS + Psclr 
with l<r<kandk+ l<s<k+l. 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
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The readc:r should compare this with Stemberg and Wolf [ 22, p. 221, making 
allowancl:s for the many differences in conventions and notation. 
From ‘3.7) one calculates that 
4Pr Ps + 4As) = ( 
a a a a 
i Z;-+i,:--zz,--zz,- , 
az; az, az, az, 1 
&PA, -PA = z; g - .q g + z, & - z, $9 
s I- s r 
(5.20) 
&Pr Ps - 9A) = 
( 
a a a a 
i z,-+z,~-F~--~~-, az; aif, az, az, 1 
so that we get 
5.21 LI:MMA. Letf = ue-“‘4h)‘r”, where u E Yz. Then 
6(p,p, + qrqs)f= -i (zr $ + z, $-) e-(1’4*)‘r”, 
&PA, -P&f= 
( 
au au 
zraz,-zsaz, f? ) 
-(1/4h)lzl* ’ 
6(p,p,-q&f=-i ~r~+~s$+~z,z,u 
( s I 
-(1/4h)lzl* 
, 
and 
4Prcls + wrlf= 
( 
Z;---+Z;-----zL,Z,# ;; 
s 
;; 
I 
;fi 
1 
-2AZ;,Fs~ e 
1 
-(1/4mlzl* . 
Now sP( R zn) is contained in the space of C” vectors for the representation 
U, of G. Moreover, 
dU1@7u-= Wrt))f (5.22) 
for all r, E g and fE Y(R*“). Thus in view of Lemma 4.14, (5.17) and 
Lemma 5.2 1 tell us how to calculate dU, @ id on g n Im R. 
We mrrst next calculate id @ dU, on Im R. 
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5.23 LEMMA. With q as in (5.16), we have 
dwlm+l,...,k+, = (i jf, Tjj))Pk+l,...,k+l 
module terms in the other /I%. Moreover, if A(q) =p: + q: with r > k + 1, 
then dU,(q)/?,+,,...,,+, = -2i/3k+I....,k+, module terms in the other ps; if 
A(q) equals any other expression in (5.18) or (5.19), then dU,(q) /?k+,,...,k+, 
is a linear combination of the other $‘s. 
Proof: According to the proof of Lemma 5.4, dU,(q) fij = 
-CT (S - Wjr Prv SO that dUAtI) Pk+l....,k+, = -CCE: (S - iT)jjl 
P k+ ,,..., k+, modulo terms in the other /3’s. But S + = -S. Hence Sjj = 0 all j. 
This proves the first assertion. The other assertion follows immediately from 
this, together with (5.17) and the facts that S+ = -S and T+ = T. 1 
According to Lemma 4.15, W is unitarily equivalent to the representation 
W,, of G on Im R defined by 
W,(g) =RWhm. (5.24) 
Therefore 
dWo(v) =R dWrl)lm (5.25) 
on the C”O vectors of W,,, in particular on g n Im R. To calculate d W,, on 
9 n Im R we must, in view of Lemma 5.21, calculate P(z;ue-“‘4”“‘12) and 
P(r;FS ue - (“4n)~L~2) for u E S,, when P = P, ... P, (see (4.7)). 
5.26 LEMMA. Let u E YZ. Then P(F%e -W4W) = (2~)‘“’ (plupza) 
e-(‘/4*)lzl’, where a = (a , ,..., a,) E Z: and alal/aza = (P/azy) ... (P/azz). 
ProojI Let u=z*,bEZ:. According to (4.4) and Lemma 4.14, 
P(pz*e - u/4w) = czb-ae-(1’4n)lz12 if b -a E izl and otherwise is 0. Here 
c E C is just 
( yrxZbe-U4R)lrl” b-ae-(1/4hHz12 1 
(Lb-ae-(lil*llii~,~b-uell/1d),~12) 
b! (2h)l*l (2&z)” 
= (b -a)! (2/i)‘*-“’ (2xh)” 
= (b!;)! (2h)‘“l. 
But this says that CL*-’ = (2A)la’ (~“~z*/~~~). 1 
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5.27 D ZFINITION. Define vi,, ?ZsE Q with l<r,s<k or 
k+l<rs&k+land&,&,Egwith l<r<kandk+l<s<k+lby 
WI:,> =J r PS + q,qs, mX) = Pr4r - PS4V W,) = Pr PS - qrqs7 and WCS) = 
P,4s + PS,l,. 
5.28 TIIEOREM. Let u = ue-(‘~4*‘~z12~k+,,...,~+, E g f7 Im R. Then 
dW,Iq:,)a= -i 
( 
zr$-+zsg + 2s,,u e-(“4h)“‘2pk+,,...,k+,, 
i r ) 
dW,(q;s)a= 
( 
au au 
z,--zZ,- e -(1/4R)lZl’ 
az, az, 1 
P k+ l....,k+D 
dW,(q;s)a=-i -1”4n”z”~k+,,...,k+l, 
and 
dW,,(&) a = (2h $ -&z,z,u e-“‘4*“r”pk+ I,....k+l, 
I 5 
where E,, = 1 if r = s > k + 1 and vanishes otherwise. 
Proof: Combine Lemmas 5.21, 5.23, and 5.26 with (5.22), (5.25), (4.7), 
and the f; tct that U 21. U, @ U,. 1 
It is instructive to compare these formulae with those of the metaplectic 
representation of Mp(n, I?), the double covering of Sp(n, I?). We do this 
using the form of that representation due to van Hove [24] as applied to the 
Bargmamt-Segal form for the canonical p’s and q’s (cf. also the approach of 
Sternberg’and Wolf [22], using Lie superalgebras). 
Let FO be the polarization spanned by the a/aZ;., j = l,..., n, and let V, be 
the corresponding covariant differential, with closure q,,, and R, the 
corresponding projection. Then Lemma 4.14 and Theorem 4.17, as applied to 
F,,, tell us that (Kerv,)n 9.I’ = Im R, = {ue-(“4n)~r’2: u E YZ}“. Now 
&p,) = - a/aq, + ( 1/2ih)pj and 6(q,) = 8/8pj + (1/2ik) qj by (3.7) from 
which we obtain 
(5.2) 
S(Pj)=-i~+i~+~Zj+~~j, 
J J 
a a 1 1 
“(qj)=~+~-4hzj+4hZ; 
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on PL, which is identified with PX. For f = ue-“‘4h’~r12 with u 
holomorphic in zr ,..., z, , we have 
&p,)f= -i 
( 
$ + f z,u) e-(‘14h)lr12, 
/ 
6(qj)f= 
( 
$ - kz,u) e-(‘/4*)‘z’2. 
/ 
(5.30) 
(Note that p,, q, E CPX.) In particular, &p,) and 6(qj) leave @f? Im R, 
stable and may be seen to define essentially skew-adjoint operators 6,(pj) 
and &(q,) on 9 n Im R, in Im R,. 
The van Hove method, like the method of Sternberg and Wolf, extends 6, 
to polynomials homogeneous of degree 2 in the p’s and q’s by the simple 
expedient of using the Jordan product to set 
(5.3 1) 
for (P, w homogeneous of degree 1. It can be checked (cf. [22, p. 201) that 6, 
is a Lie algebra homomorphism on homogeneous polynomials of degree 2. 
5.32 LEMMA. Let f = ue-(1’4*)‘z’2 with u E 9.. Then 
2ii 
1 
+ 2h 
-z,z,u + 6,,u e-(“4n)‘z’2, 
I 
+ &z,z,u - 6,,u 
I 
e-(1’4*)iz12. 
Proof. This is proved by direct calculation from (5.30) and (5.31). 1 
Now (5.14) shows that I maps sp(n, R) onto the space of polynomials 
homogeneous of degree 2. Moreover, A is an isomorphism of these Lie 
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algebras. There is a representation M of Mp(n, R) on Im R, such that 
dM(tl>wl m R. = &(J(q)) for rj E sp(n, R) (see [22, Sect. 41, taking into 
account c ifferences of notation). 
5.33 PI.OPOSITION. The map ~:f~f/3~+,,....~+, ofIm R, onto Im R is a 
Hilbert sllace isomorphism satisfying 
on G n I n R, for n E g, where W,, = W, @ Det -‘12. Here W, is regarded as 
a representation of MU(k, I), the inverse image of U(k, 1) in Mp(n, W), and 
Det -‘I2 1s the unique non-unitary continous character of MU(k, 1) whose 
square is the pullback to MU(k, 1) of Det - ’ on U(k, 1). 
Proof. d Det-“‘(S + iT) = -f Tr(S + iT) = -(i/2) Tr(T), since S+ = 
-S. ThuE (5.17) tells us that 
d Det-“‘(rir) = -i if r<k 
= 1 if r>k+l 
and that ri Det-“2(rlis) = 0 for all other Q$. The proposition now follows 
from this together with Theorem 5.28 and Lemma 5.32. 
5.34 TI~EOREM. v/ is a unitary equivalence between the representations 
MI MU(k.1) 2nd %I of MU@, 1). 
Prooj As in [22], we will work instead with W, and the representation 
W, of U( rC, 1) whose pullback to MU(k, 1) is MIMC,Ck,lj @ Det ‘12. Now U(k, 1) 
has as a lnaximal compact subgroup the subgroup K whose Lie algebra t is 
spanned 1)~ the vi, and r& with 1 < r, s < k or k + 1 < r, s < k + 1. K is 
isomorphic to U(k) x U(1). We take as a Cartan subalgebra of f the 
subalgebr i lj spanned by the vi, for r = I,..., n. h is also a Cartan subalgebra 
of g. 
Now l’heorem 5.28 shows that zae-“‘4R)‘z’2 Bk+,,,..,k+,, a E El, is a 
weight ve:tor for h under dW,, of weight v,, where v,(v:,) = -2i(a, + E,,.). 
Since the Zae-(“4*)‘z”pk+l,...,k+, form an orthogonal basis of Im R, we see 
that {v, : ,I E Z: } is the complete set of weights and that each weight has 
multiplicii y one. It follows that each irreducible representation of K appears 
in W,,Ik at most once and that g n Im R is the space of K-finite vectors for 
W,, . Simi! arly, each irreducible representation of K appears in W, IK at most 
once and g n Im R, is the space of K-finite vectors for W,. Then 
Propositic n 5.33 shows that W,, and W, are infinitesimally equivalent in the 
sense of Harish-Chandra [9] and hence, since both are K-finite represen- 
tations, ate unitarily equivalent [ 25, p. 3291. 
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5.35 COROLLARY. W is unitarily equivalent to the representation v of 
Sternberg and Wolf [22, (4.22), p. 231. 
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